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Dynamical characteristics of linear cellular automata are discussed algebraically, whose cell 
space and state space are an Abehan group and a finite commutative ring, respectively, 
instead of a lattice space and a residue class. One of the main results is a characterization of 
the dynamical structures with relation to what the unit configuration is. It is also shown that a 
linear cellular automaton with the state space of a residue class of an integer m can be decom- 
posed in parallel into automata with the one of a power of a prime which is a factor of m. 
Using those results, the proofs of known results are improved concerning C-surjectivity, 
C-injectivity, and finite-order property for linear cellular automata and presented in a unified 
manner. #‘I 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cellular automata have been discussed in many papers. The recent surveys are 
found in [9, lo]. A subclass of cellular automata called linear cellular automata is 
discussed in the papers [ l]-[6], in which the set of n-dimensional lattice points is 
considered as the cellular space and a ring of residues of an integer is considered as 
the state space. Linear cellular automata were first studied by Osato [l], in which 
polynomial representation of configuration or parallel map was introduced. He and 
his successors investigate the injectivity and the surjectivity of parallel map 
[ 1, 2, 4, 51, which are typical subjects to be studied for general cellular automata. 
Since many parallel maps cannot be injective or surjective, it becomes important to 
know the properties of general parallel maps, in other words, dynamical charac- 
teristics of linear cellular automata. Dynamical characteristics of linear circular 
cellular automata are studied in [6], in which the cellular space is circular, or a 
finite group of nonnegative integers. Those results are seen to be useful in consider- 
ing signal processing architectures. On the other hand, a dynamical property of 
linear cellular automata, namely, a pattern reproduction, was discussed for 
automata with the state space of a finite field [3], in which it is noted that parallel 
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map can be represented by a convolution of configurations and a weight function. 
But the representation did not play its proper role in the discussion. The property 
of pattern reproduction itself is interesting and is related to a reappearance property 
of configurations which is formally defined in this paper. Such kinds of evolutional 
properties of configurations may be important for a certain kind of signal 
processing. 
In this paper, we will consider fundamental properties of the evolution of an 
arbitrary configuration for general linear cellular automata. At first, we formalize a 
cellular space as an Abelian group which is a generalization of a space of lattice 
points or a circular space. This generalization is known as a group graph as well 
[8, 12, 131. We also generalize a state space to a space of a finite commutative ring 
which involves a residue class or a finite field. Then we study the dynamical charac- 
teristics of linear cellular automata algebraically in a unified manner which comes 
from the high abstraction of state space and cellular space. 
In Section 2, we formalize a transformation of configurations by a parallel map 
as a product on an algebraic set of configurations and characterize linear cellular 
automata. The formalization succeeds successfully a polynomial representation or a 
convolutional representation of parallel maps. In Section 3, many concepts which 
reflect dynamical structures of configurations induced by parallel maps are 
introduced and relations among the concepts are shown. Section 4, the main part of 
this paper, is devoted to the discussion of dynamical characteristics. First, fun- 
damental properties of dynamical structures for linear cellular automata are dis- 
cussed. Second, equivalent conditions for some dynamical structure, or dynamical 
characteristics, are studied. It is shown that there exist eight types of dynamical 
characteristics for linear cellular automata. Third, the explicit conditions of some of 
the types of dynamical characteristics are investigated. In Section 5, parallel decom- 
position of linear cellular automata are formalized for a state space of a residue 
class. It is shown that the types of dynamical characteristics can be analyzed 
through the ones of component automata. Moreover, by using this observation and 
the results of Section 4, the results known for linear cellular automata with a state 
space of a residue class are summarized from a point of view to reveal the 
dynamical structure. 
2. LINEAR CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
We begin with basic notations and definitions. 
Notation. Let IAl be the cardinality of the set A. A n B means the difference set 
of A from B. (Note that A -B is defined in the different meaning.) We use logical 
symbols -+ and c-) which mean “imply” and “if and only if,” respectively. 
DEFINITION 1. (1) A cellular space is defined as an additive Abelian group 
G = (G; +, 0). Elements of G are denoted by a, /I, etc. 
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(2) A pair (G, N) of G and a nonempty finite subset N of G is called a con- 
nected cellular space. N is sometimes regarded as an ordered set N = (qr, q*,..., q,) 
and called a neighbourhood stencil. 
(3) For each a~G,cr+N={a+qIq~N) and cr-N={a-LINEN} are 
called an input neighbour and an output neighbour of CI, respectively. 
Let Z be the set of integers. For m E Z and a E G, scalar product m . c1 can be 
definedasm.cr=cr+cr+ ... +a(thesumofmofcc’sform>O,m-a=(-m)*(-a) 
for m < 0, and 0. a = 0. And the cellular space G is regarded as a Z-module. 
Now let G, and G, be such subsets of G that 
and 
G,.= {alm.a=O for some m> 1) 
Gblf= {alm+or#O for any m> I}. 
For each c( E G,-, the minimum integer m such that m . c( = 0 is called the order of ~1. 
Clearly, G = G,- u G,f and Gf n Gi,,f. = @. If Gj,,f # 0, then IGi,,,. = co. Conversely, 
if IGI<co, then G=Gfand G,,.=@. 
The following two are well known as cellular spaces: 
(i) G = zll: the set of n-dimensional lattice points. The operation is vector 
addition. 
(ii) G=Z,,= 10, l,..., n - 1 }. The operation is the addition modulo n. This 
space is called circular. 
Note that for G=Z”, G,-= {0} and G,,,,-=Z”n {0}, and for G=Z,,G,,=Z,, 
and Gj,,f = 0. 
Remarks. For a given connected cellular space (G, N) a corresponding direc- 
ted graph (G, E) is known as a circuit graph (or generally, group graph), in which 
G is regarded as the set of point and E is the set of edges defined as 
E= { (~1, /?) I M E /I + N} [S]. Let Go be the set of all points connected to 0 E G in the 
circuit graph. Then G,, is a normal subgroup of G and also an Abelian group 
finitely generated by the generator N. G, may be isomorphic to the Cartesian 
product of Z” and several finite cyclic groups for some integer n 6 INI. 
DEFINITION 2. (1) Let Q be a finite set such that IQ1 z 2. A mapping c from 
cellular space G to Q is called a configuration over Q. The set of configurations is 
denoted by C(Q) or simply C. 
(2) A mapping from C to C is called a global map. 
(3 ) For each /? E G, a shift sB is a global map defined as 
SD: c + c; 2(c)(a) = c(a - 8) for any a E G. 
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(4) For each CE C, the following set S(c) is called a parallel translation 
group, 
S(c)= {~Ic=sp(c)} cG. 
(5) A configuration c is iteratioe if S(c) # { 0}, i.e., there exists /I # 0 such that 
c = sp(c). The set of iterative configurations is denoted by C,. 
Note that the set {,#I BEG} of all shifts with composition operation is 
isomorphic to the group G. Note also that S(c) is a normal subgroup of G. Iterative 
configurations are studied for the case: G = 2’ by the authors [ 111. 
DEFINITION 3. Let Q be a finite commutative ring with addition +, mul- 
tiplication . , zero element 0, and unit element 1. It is denoted formally by 
<Q; +,O;., 1). 
(1) Addition + and scalar multiplication * by Q on the configurations are 
defined as follows: Let c,, c2 E C and a E Q, 
and 
(cl + CA4 = cl(a) + CAa) 
(a*cl)(a)=a.cl(a) for any a E G. 
(2) A configuration c is finite if 1 {a 1 c(a) # 0) 1 is finite, and otherwise it is 
called infinite. The set of finite configurations is denoted by C,. 
(3) A partial operation, called product, on C is defined as follows. Let at least 
one of c1 and c2 be a linite configuration. 
(cl . cda) = C cl(B). 4~) for any a E G. 
p+y=z 
(4) The following configurations 0 and u are called quiescent and unit con- 
figurations, respectively. And sp(u) is denoted by uB for each /3 E G. 
(4.1) @a)=0 for all aEG. 
(4.2) u(a)=0 for all a but 0 and u(O)= 1. 
Note that if G is finite then C = C,, and that if G = 2” then C, E (C a C,) u { 0). 
In the definition of product the condition that one of the configurations is finite is 
necessary, since the right side of the definition must be substantially finite sum- 
mation in order to have a definite value. This operation of product may have been 
called a convolution. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Q be a commutative ring and C= C(Q). 
(1) (C; +, 8) is a Q-module. 
(2) cc,; +, 6; *, u) is a commutative ring. 
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(3) Zf at most one of c c , , 2 ,..., c, E C is infinite, then the product of them is 
defined and commutativity and associativity hold. Zf more than two of them are 
infinite, however, then associativity may not hold even if the product of them is 
defined. 
Proof: (I), (2) and the first part of (3) are clear by the definitions of addition 
and product. For the latter part of (3), a counterexample is shown, 
G=Z, Q= (0, l} for each CI E Z; 
c,(cr)=l if a=O, 1, c2(a) = 1 if tl< 0, c,(a)= 1 if ~20, 
= 0 otherwise; = 0 if tx 3 0; = 0 if a < 0. 
Note that c2, c3 E CA C,. Then we have c3 + c, = u and cl . c2 = U. Therefore 
(c~~c,)~c2=c*#c~=c~~(c~~c2). 1 
DEFINITION 4. (1) A cellular automaton is defined as a quadruple (G, N, Q, a), 
where (G, N) is connected cellular space, Q is a finite set called the state space or 
the set of states and u is a map from Q” to Q(u = 1 NI ) called local map. 
(2) The behavior of a cellular automaton is defined by a global map r on 
C = C(Q) induced by its local map r~ and neighbourhood stencil N as follows, 
T: C + C; T(c)(a) = a(c(a + q,) ,..., c(a + n,)), 
where N = (vi, q2,..., vu ). The global map r is called parallel map. 
(3) r’(c) = c and r’+ ‘(c) = r(r’(c)) for t > 0. 
A cellular automaton determines the state at a at time t from the states at input 
neighbour of a at time t - 1 by local map 0. This fact is described in the definition 
of global map r by 0. r’(c) is an evolutional result after t unit time starting from an 
initial configuration c. 
It is known that any global map which is commutative with a shift on C is a 
parallel map of some cellular automaton [7]. 
LEMMA 1. Let z be a parallel map of a cellular automaton. 
z(.@(c)) = sB(z(c)) for any CE C and for each BE G. 
DEFINITION 5. A cellular automaton (G, N, Q, a) is linear if Q is a com- 
mutative ring and there exist a,, a*,..., a, E Q for the local map 0 such that 
4z1 > Z2Y.V z,) = i a,. zi for any zi E Q, 
i=l 
where v = INI. The v-tuple (a, ,..., a,) or its element a, is called a weight of (r. 
571/30!3-4 
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LEMMA 2. For any linear cellular automaton, o(0, O,..., 0) = 0. Therefore, 
t(O) = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let M = (G, N, Q, o ) and Q be a commutative ring. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) M is linear. 
(b) The parallel map z induced by o is linear, i.e., 
(i) z(c, + CJ = z(c,) + t(cZ) and 
(ii) z(a.c,)=a*t(c,) for each c,, c,EC andaEQ. 
(c) There exists a finite configuration w such that z(c) = w * c. 
If (ckholds, then w = r(u) and for each qi~ N, w( -vi)= a, and w(a) =O if 
a$ -N, where ai is a weight of Q. 
Proof (a) + (b) is obvious [ 11. (b) + (c) is proved by Lemma 1, the definition 
of w as w = z(u), and the fact that c = C PEG c(p). uB and up =sa(u). Next we will 
show (c) + (a). Let cN be a conliguration such that 
cN(a) = zi if ct=vi, 
=o if a$ N, 
where N = {q I ,..., qy} and zi is arbitrary element of Q. (Note that CUE C,) Then 
4ZI ,*-*, 2”) = 4CN(V1L CNh”)) by definition of c,.,, 
= 7(CN)(O) = (w. CNW) by definition of 7 and (c), 
=,FN w(-yli)‘cN(yli) by definition of product, 
= 1 w(-qi).z; by definition of cN. 
7,~ N 
Thus, let a, = w( -vi), then we have a local map u with a representation of sum of 
products by weights. Hence (a) holds and the proof is completed. 
The last part is obvious from the above proof. 1 
This theorem allows us to redefine a linear cellular automaton more simply. 
DEFINITION 6. A linear cellular automaton is defined as a triple (G, Q, w ), 
where G is a additive group called a cellular space, Q is a finite commutative ring 
called a state space, and w is a finite configuration called a weight map. The parallel 
map 7 is defined as 7(c) = w. c for any c E C. 
Note that a cell at which the value of w is not OE Q belongs to the output 
neighbour of cell OE G, namely, the values of w outside the output neighbour of 
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OEG are OEQ. The powers of w are defined as w”=u and w’+‘=w.w’ for t>l. 
The next lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 3. t’(c)=w’.cfor any t>O. 
3. DYNAMICAL STRUCTURE OF CONFIGURATIONS 
DEFINITION 7. Evolutional properties of a configuration c with respect to a 
parallel map z and related concepts are defined as follows: 
(1) c’ is a parent of c if z(c’) = c. The set of parent configurations of c is 
denoted by t-‘(c). 
(2) c is a Garden-of-Eden configuration if c has no parent, or t-‘(c) = a. 
(3) c is a finite Garden-of-Eden configuration if c has no finite parent, or 
t-‘(c)n C,= 0. 
(4) c is a fixed (or equilibrium) configuration if z(c) = c. 
(5) For some positive integer i, c is i-recurrent if z’(c) = c. 
(6) c is cyclic if c is r-recurrent, or rr(c) = c, for some r 2 1. The minimum r 
such that sr(c) = c is called the period of c and denoted by r(c). 
(7) c is transient if c is not cyclic, or r’(c) # c for any t > 1. 
(8) c is finitely transient if c is transient and t’(c) is cyclic for some t. The 
minimum t such that t’(c) is cyclic is called the transient time of c and denoted 
by t(c). 
(9) c is eternally transient if z’(c) is transient for any t > 0. 
(10) c is reappearant (or translation-periodic) if z“(c) = s”(c) for some d 2 1 
and some v E G. The minimum d such that z”(c) = s”(c) for some v E G is called the 
reappearance period (or order of T with respect to c [2]) and denoted by pr(c). The 
pair of d and corresponding v is called the reappearance index and denoted by 
rind(c) = (d, v). 
(11) c is pseudo-cyclic if c is a reappearant but not cyclic configuration. 
( 12) c is quasi-finitely transient if c is transient and r’(c) is reappearant for 
some t. The minimum t of the above is also called transient time. 
(13) c is pseudo-finitely transient if c is quasi-finitely but not finitely transient. 
(14) c is absolutely transient if c is eternally transient but neither quasi-finitely 
transient nor reappearant. 
The sets of configurations defined from (2) to (14) are denoted by GOE, GOE,, 
FIX, REC(i), CYC, TRAN, FTRAN, ETRAN, REAP, PCYC, QFTRAN, 
PFTRAN, and ATRAN, respectively. Particularly, the set of cyclic configurations of 
the period r is denoted by CYC(r). 
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As conventions, the transient time of a cyclic or absolutely transient con- 
figuration c is defined as t(c) = 0 or t(c) = co, respectively, and the reappearance 
index of nonreappearant configuration is (0,O). 
PROPOSITION 2. If a reappearant configuration is not iterative, then its reap- 
pearance index is unique. Particularly, finite but not quiescent configurations have the 
unique reappearance indices for infinite G. 
ProoJ If zd(c) = P(c) = sv2(c), then c = s”‘-“2(c). Hence v, - v2 E S(c) = (O}, or 
v,=v*. 1 
Although an iterative configuration may not have unique reappearance index, we 
assume that single v such that rd(c) = s”(c) is specified arbitrarily. 
The obvious relations among the kinds of configurations defined in the above are 
shown in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4. (1) C= CYCu TRAN, CYCn TRAN= @. 
(2) GOE E TRAN, GOE n C, c GOE,. 
(3) FIX= REC(l)=CYC(l), CYC(r)&REC(r)SCYC. 
(4) TRAN = FTRAN v ETRAN, FTRAN n ETRAN = 0. 
(5) REAP=CYCuPCYC, CYCnPCYC=@, PCYCzETRAN. 
(6) QFTRAN = FTRAN v PFTRAN, FTRANn PFTRAN = 0, PFTRAN c 
ETRAN, 
(I) ETRAN = PCYC u ATRAN v PFTRAN, PCYC n PFTRAN = 0, 
ATRANn (PCYCv PFTRAN) = 0. 
For a linear cellular automaton, 0 E FIX holds as shown in Lemma 2. Thus we 
define the following concepts for a configuration c related to 0. 
DEFINITION 8. (1) c is a kernel configuration if c is a parent of 0, the set of 
which is denoted by KER. 
(2) c is a nilpotent configuration if z’(c) = 0 for some t z 0, the set of which is 
denoted by NIL. 
(3) TNIL=NILn {a}. 
(4) t,,, =max(t(c)IcENZL); t,,, is called the maximum quiescentized time. 
The next lemma is obvious from the definitions. 
LEMMA 5. (1) KER s NIL, TNIL s FTRAN. 
(2) Zf t,,, < co, then NIL = {c 1 zrmaX(c) = o}. 
Those subsets of configurations defined in the above depend on the parallel map 
or weight function w. To indicate the fact explicitly, we mention a kernel con- 
figuration with respect to the weight function w and write w explicitly like KER[w]. 
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Next, some properties of dynamical structures or parallel maps are defined. 
Several conditions to satisfy the properties have been investigated. 
DEFINITION 9. (1) Dynamical structure is nilpotent if C= NIL [6]. 
(2) Dynamical structure is cyclic if C= CYC [6]. 
(3) Dynamical structure is reappearant if C = REAP. 
(4) Dynamical structure or parallel map z is C-surjective (C-injective, C-bijec- 
tive) if r is surjective (injective, bijective). 
(5) Dynamical structure or t is CFsurjective (C&njective, Cpbijective) if z 
restricted to C, is surjective (injective, bijective). 
(6) Dynamical structure or z is finite-order if there exist t 2 0 and y E G such 
that r’(c) =$‘(c) for any c E C. The minimum t of the above is called the order of 
7 PI. 
The above properties (4)-(6) are characterized by the concepts given in 
Definitions 7 and 8. 
LEMMA 6. (1) 7 is C-surjective if and only if GOE = 0. 
(2) 7 is C-injective if and only if 17~'(c)l < 1 for any c. 
(3) 7 is CTsurjective if and only if GOE,= 0, 
(4) 7 is C&njective if and only if 17~'(c) n C,I < 1 for any c. 
(5) If 7 is finite-order then the dynamical structure is reappearant. 
Note that the converse of (5) must not hold in general. It will be sown, however, 
in the next section that the converse holds for the linear cellular automaton. 
It is known that the following scheme holds in general for the case: G = Z” ([7] 
and the above): 
finite order 
1 
cyclic + reappearant -+ C-injective +-+ C-bijective 
I/ 
C+urjective + CFinjective t, C-surjective. 
By the fact mentioned after Definition 1, this scheme holds for the general 
cellular space G. 
4. ANALYSIS OF DYNAMICAL STRUCTURES 
4.1. Properties of Dynamical Structures 
Notations. (1) For CCC, zi(C’)= {4c=zi(c’), c’EC’}. 
(2) For C’ and c” E C, C’ + C” = {c’ + c” 1 c’ E C’, c” E C” }. C’ - C” is similar. 
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(3) For any integers j and i, j 1 i if j is a divisor of i. gcd( i, j) and lcm( i, j) are 
the greatest common divisor and the least common multiple of i and j, respectively. 
First, some properties are mentioned, which hold for not only linear but also 
general cellular automata. 
LEMMA 7. (1) For c E REAP, let rind(c) = (d, v), then 
(1.1) red(c)=.re”(c)for any ea0. 
(1.2) I’z’(c)=sy(c)for some tal andyEG, then dlt. 
(2) For CE CYC, 
(2.1) P(‘)(c) = c for any e 2 0. 
(2.2) pr(c) 1 r(c). Particularly, if c 4 C, then pr(c) = r(c). 
(3) For c E REC(i), r(c) I i. 
ProoJ (1.1) is proved by the induction on integer e. (1.2) is proved by (1.1) as 
q=O for the expression t=ed+q with O<q<d. (2) and (3) are obvious by (1). 1 
PROPOSITION 3. (1) r’(CYC) = CYCfor any i > 0. 
(2) z’(PCYC) = PCYCfor any i3 0. 
Hence zi( REAP) = REAP for any i > 0. 
Proof (2) is proved by showing that z’(PCYC)? PCYC, since the converse 
inclusion is a trivial fact. Let c E PCYC and (d, v) = rind(c). Let e be an integer such 
that i+ d> ed> i and choose C’E PCYC as c’ =s-~“(z’~-~(c)). Then ri(c’) = c. 
Therefore c E zi( PC YC). 1 
The next is a property of i-recurrent configurations, which is proved 
straightforward by the definition of REC(i). 
PROPOSITION 4. (1) Zfjl i then REC(j) E REC(i). 
(2) REC(i) n REC(j) = REC(gcd(i, j)). 
(3) Zf REC( j) c REC(i) and j and i are relatively prime, then REC( j) = FIX. 
The set of cyclic configurations of period r and the set of Garden-of-Eden con- 
figurations are characterized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 5. (1) CYC(r) = REC(r) n uje D(rJ REC( j), where D(r) = { jl jl r 
andj#r}. 
(2) GOE = C il z(C). 
Proof: (1) is obvious by Lemma 7 and Proposition 4. (2) is clear by the 
definition. 4 
Now we will show properties peculiar to linear cellular automata. Let a linear 
cellular automata A4 be fixed as (G, Q, w) in the following. 
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THEOREM 2. (1) CYC is closed under addition and subtraction of the elements, 
i.e., CYC = CYC + CYC. 
Particularly, CYC(r,) + CYC(r,) E REC(lcm(r,, r2)) for any rI and rz. 
(2) So are KER and NIL, i.e., KER = KER + KER and NIL = NIL f NIL. 
Proof (1) holds by Lemma 7(2) and linearity of global map z. (2) holds by 
linearity of z. 1 
THEOREM 3. (1) Let c be any but not Garden-of-Eden configuration and suppose 
c’ is one of parents of c. Then z-‘(c) = c’ + KER. 
(2) FTRAN= CYC+ TNIL. 
(3) PFTRAN= PCYC+ TNIL. 
(4) QFTRAN = REAP + TNIL. 
(5) ATRAN= ATRAN+ NIL. 
Proof (1) For any C,,E KER, z(c’+ c,,) = c+ 0 = c. For the converse, let 
c”~t-~(c) and c,,=c”-c’, th en z(cO) = 0. Hence c” = c’ + cO E c’ + KER. 
(2) Let CE FTRAN and r’(“)(c) = c *. Clearly c* E CYC. By Proposition 3, 
there exists c’ E CYC such that r’(‘)(c’) = c *. Now let cO = c - c’, then c,, # 0 and 
z’(“)(c~) = 0. Hence cO E TNZL. Thus, c = c’ + cO E CYC + TNZL. For the converse, 
let c= c’+ q,~ CYC+ TNZL and suppose CE CYC. Then cO=c-C’E CYC by 
Theorem 2( 1). This is contrary to the fact cO E TNIL. Therefore c E FTRAN. 
(3) is proved similarly. 
(4) is a consequence of (2) and (3). 
(5) will be proved by showing ATRANzATRAN+ NIL, since the converse 
inclusion is trivial by 0 E NIL. For any c1 E ATRAN, c2 E NIL and any integer 
t 2 t(cZ), z’(cl + c2) = z’(cl) + 6 E ETRAN n PCYC. Therefore c1 + c2 E ATRAN. 1 
This theorem characterizes the sets of parent, finitely transient, and quasi-finitely 
transient configurations by the sets of KER, CYC, PCYC, and TNZL. And it is 
shown that the sum of absolutely-transient and nilpotent configurations is 
absolutely transient. Furthermore it seems to hold that CYC + PCYCc PCYCu 
ATRAN, or PCYC+ PCYCz CYCv PCYCv ATRAN, which may give a charac- 
trization of absolutely transient configurations, although the proof is not com- 
pleted. 
This theorem yields the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.1. QFTRAN= % if and only if KER = {a}. 
Note that CYC # @, since 0 E CYC. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf t,,, < co, then REAP E z*~=( C) s REAP v ATRAN. 
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This means that any configurations are transformed to reappearant or absolutely 
transient configurations after t,,, steps. 
TNIL = NIL A {O} and REC(i) which play a basic role in the characterizations 
of quasi-finitely transient configurations and cyclic configurations with a fixed 
period, respectively, are identified as the kernel configurations of weight maps 
modified from a given map w. 
PROPOSITION 6. (1) If t,,, < co then NZL[w] = KER[wzmaX]. 
(2) REC(i)[w] =KER[w’- u]. 
Proof (1) is proved by Lemma 5. 
(2) is proved by the fact wit = c and hence (w’- U) c = 0. 1 
Thus it is known that the set of kernel configurations is important for a linear 
cellular automaton. 
4.2. Unit Configuration and Dynamical Structure 
In the following, we consider a linear cellular automaton M = (G, Q, w ), and 
characterize dynamical structures depending on the evolutional properties of the 
unit configuration U. 
THEOREM 4. The following statements (a)-(c) are equivalent: 
(a) 24E CYC. 
(b) wr=ufor some r> 1. 
(c) C= CYC, i.e., TRAN= 0. 
Zf any one of the above holds then CYC = REC(r(u)), w E CYC, and r(w) = r(u). 
Furthermore, period of any cyclic configuration is a divisor of r(u). 
ProojI (c) + (a) is trivial. (a) -+ (b) is proved by U= t’(u) = W’U for r= r(u). 
Finally, (b) + (c) will be proved. For any c E C, wrc = UC = c. Hence CE REC(r), or 
Cc REC(r). Since REC(r) E CYCG C, we have C= CYC= REC(r). The additive 
parts are obvious from the above proof. [ 
THEOREM 5. The following statements (a)-(d) are equivalent: 
(a) u E FTRAN. 
(b) There exist integers t and r 2 1 such that w’+~ = w’ and wq $ CYC for any 
q < t. 
(c) FTRAN#@ and ETZUN=@, i.e., C= CYCvFTRAN= CYC+ NIL. 
(d) 1 St,,, < CO and z ‘maX(C) = CYC but C# CYC. 
Zfany one of the above holds then CYC = REC(r(w’(“))), t,,, = t(u), u E GOE, and 
t(w) = t(u) - 1. Period of any cyclic configuration is a divisor of r(w’@)). 
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Proof (c) + (a) is obvious by Theorem 4. (a) + (b) is clear by Lemma 3. 
(b) + (c) will be proved. Since w’. w’c = w’c for any c E C, w’c E &X(r). Therefore, 
CG CYCu FTRAN. Thus (c) holds. (d) + (c) is obvious. The converse will be 
proved by Theorem 3(2), Proposition 3(l), and Lemma 5 if t,,, < co. Since (c) 
holds, we have w’+‘= w’, where t = t(u). Hence for any c E NIL, W’CE CYC. 
Therefore w’ = 8. This means r(c) < t = t(u). Hence t,,, = t(u) c co. The latter parts 
are clear by the above proof. 1 
This theorem implies the corollaries. 
COROLLARY 5.1. ( 1) w E FTRAN if and only if u E FTRAN and t(u) > 2. 
(2) w~CYCandu~CYCtfandonlytfu~FTRANandt(u)=l. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Zf u E FTRAN and w E CYC, then TRAN = GOE # 0, 
C= CYCu GOE, t,,, = 1, and NIL = KER, and vice versa. 
COROLLARY 5.3. u E NIL if and only if C = NIL. Zf u E NIL then 1~ tmaX < co. 
LEMMA 8. sa(c) = up. c for any p E G and c E C. 
Proof (ug.c)(cc)=C ,.GUB(Y)‘C(CI--)=SB(C)(CL). u 
THEOREM 6. The following statements (a)-(c) are equivalent: 
(a) u E PCYC. 
(b) wd = u, for some da 1 and some v E Gi,[. 
(c) C=REAP=CYCuPCYCand PCYC#@. 
Zf any one of the above holds, then the reappearance period of any configuration is 
a divisor of pr(u). 
Proof (c) + (a) is obvious by Theorem 4. (a)+(b) holds, since r”(u) =s”(u), 
where (d, v) is the reappearance index of u. (b) --f (c) holds if CE REAP. For any 
CE C, wdc = u,c = s”(c) by Lemma 8. Hence c E REAP. The latter part is clear by 
Lemma 7 and the above proof. 1 
COROLLARY 6.1. Zf the dynamical structure is reappearant then it is finite-order. 
Therefore C = REAP if and only if z is finite-order. 
Remember that the above holds for linear cellular automata. 
THEOREM 7. The following statements (a)-(d) are equivalent. 
(a) u E PFTRAN. 
(b) w*EPCYCandwq#PCYCforsome t>l andanyqct. 
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(c) PFTRAN # Qr and ATRAN= 0, i.e., C = REAPv QFTRAN = 
REAP + NIL. 
(d) l<t,,,<oO, r lmax(C) = REAP, PCYC # 0 and C # REAP. 
Zf any one of the above holds then t,,, = t(u), ME GOE, wfmar E PCYC, 
t(w) = t(u) - 1, and the reappearance period of any reappearant configuration is a 
divisor of pr( wrmaX). 
Proof (c) + (a) is obvious by Theorems 4, 5, and 6. (a) + (b) is trivial, since 
r’(u) = w’. (b) + (c) will hold if CC REAPu QFTRAN. Let rind(w’) = (d, v), then 
wd+’ = u,. w’. Hence for any c E C, we have wd+‘c = u,. w’c, or w’c E REAP. 
Therefore c E REAP u QFTRAN. (d) ++ c is ( ) p roved in the similar way of the proof 
of the case of Theorem 5. C = REAP + NIL is yielded by Theorem 3(4). The latter 
part is obvious by the above process of proving. 1 
The next theorem is obvious by Theorems 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
THEOREM 8. The following three statements are equivalent. 
(a) UE ATRAN. 
(b) w E ATRAN. 
(c) ATRAN # 0. 
The following are concerned with the existence of Garden-of-Eden configurations. 
PROPOSITION 7. If u 4 GOE and u E GOE,, then the dynamical structure is not 
C+urjective but C&njective. 
Proof By the condition, there exist fi E C such that w3 = u and ti 4 C,. For any 
CECF, if C’E r-‘(c) n C, then c’ = C’WI? = ~6. Hence if CO E C, then 
Ir-‘(c) n C,I = 1, otherwise r-’ (c) n C, = 0. Thus the proof is completed. 1 
THEOREM 9. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) u $ GOE,. 
(b) z -l(u)= (14’) for some keGF (note /z-‘(u)/ = 1). 
(cl *ma, = 0. 
(d) KER = {o}. 
(e) /z-‘(c)1 d 1 for any CE C (z is C-injective, therefore z is C-bijective and 
Iz-‘(c)l = 1). 
(f) GOE,= @ (z is C~surjective). 
(g) C= REAPuATRAN, QFTRAN=@, and GOE=@. 
Remarks. The equivalence of (d), (e), and (f) has been proved for the case 
Q=L. Cl1 
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Proof (a) implies there exists fi’~ CF such that wti= u. By Proposition 1, 
tiw = u. Hence for any e E r -l(u), we have e = (tiw) C = @(we) = &. Thus (b) holds. 
W + (4 and (4 + e are obvious by Theorem 3( 1). (e) + (f) and (e) + GOE = 0 ( 1 
are the known results [7]. (f) + (a) and (d) c, c are trivial. (d)cr (g) has been ( ) 
proved in Corollary 3.1 1 
The following is a contrapositive expression of Theorem 9. 
COROLLARY 9.1. u E GOE,cr QFTRAN # 0 f-t TNZL # 0. 
PROPOSITION 8. u E GOE if and only if GOE # 0. Equivalently, u $ GOE if and 
only tf z is C-subjective, or GOE = 0. 
Proof If u 4 GOE then r is C-surjective, by Proposition 7 and Theorem 9. The 
converse is trivial. 1 
Summarizing the results in this section, we have Table I. It tells us that the 
dynamical structures for linear cellular automata are classified into the eight types 
which are characterized by the evolutional property of the unit configuration 
induced by the parallel maps. It is interesting whether we know the type of the 
dynamical structure for a given linear cellular automaton. In the following, we will 
discuss this problem. 
4.3. Weight Maps and Dynamical Structures 
A linear cellular automaton M= (G, Q, w) will be considered. Let 
No,,= b+W+O)> No,, is a subset of output neighbour of 0 E G. Let Q, be the set 
of invertible element of Q and Q, be the set of zero divisors of Q. Namely, 
and 
Q,= {aI!lbEQ;ab=l) 
Q,= {aISEQ;ab=O}. 
LEMMA 9. For a finite commutative ring Q, 
(1) Q=Q,uQ, andQ,nQ,=0. 
(2) For each a E Q,, there exists d> 1 such that ad= 1. 
(3) For each a E Q,, 
(3.1) there exists t > 1 such that a’ = 0, or 
(3.2) there exist t and d > 1 such that a’ = a’+d # 0. 
Proof (1) is obvious. (2) and (3) are easily proved by the fact that Q is 
finite. 1 
The minimum integer d such that ad = 1 for an invertible element a E Q is called 
the order of a. A zero divisor a satisfying condition (3.1) of Lemma 9 is called a 
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nilpotent element and the minimum integer t such that a’ = 0 is called the nilpotent 
degree of a. A zero divisor u satisfying (3.2) is called a quasi-idempotent element and 
the minimum integers t and d such that u’+~= a’ are called the idempotent degree 
and the idempotent order of a, respectively. (Note that an idempotent element is 
defined as the one such that a* = a.) 
THEOREM 10. If 1 NJ = 1 then the following statements hold. Let N,,, = {v} and 
w=a*u, (uEQ). 
(1) Zf a E Q,, then u E REAP. Furthermore, 
(1.1) if VE G,-, then UE CYC and r(u) =lcm(d, m), where d and m are the 
orders of a and v, respectively, and 
(1.2) if V E Gi”r, then u E PCYC and rind(u) = (d, d- v), where d is the order 
of a. 
(2) Zf a E Q, is a nilpotent element, then u E NIL and t(u) = t, where t is the 
nilpotent degree of a. 
(3) Zf a E Q, is a quasi-idempotent element, then u E QFTRAN. Furthermore, 
(3.1) ifv E Ginl then u E PFTRAN, W’E PCYC and rind(w’) = (d, d. v), where 
t and d are the idempotent degree and order of a, respectively, and 
(3.2) ifv E G,-, then u E FTRAN, W’E CYC and r(w’) = lcm(d, m), where t, d, 
and m are the idempotent degree and order of a and the order of v, respectively. Note 
that rind(w’) = (d, d. v) for w’ regarded as a reappearant configuration. 
Proof Since wi = a’. uiV for any integer i, we have the above statements by 
Lemma 9. Particularly, r(wf) of (3.2) is evaluated as follows. Let r = lcm(d, m) then 
(t+r)v=tv, since r.v=O, and .‘+l=u’. Hence w’+~=w*. r(u) of (1.1) is shown 
similarly. 1 
Theorem 10 becomes simple for a lattice cellular space. 
COROLLARY 10.1. Let G=Z” and w=a-u, (uEQ,vEZ”). 
(1) Zf v = 0, then u E CYC if a is invertible, and u E FTRAN if a is quasi-idem- 
potent. 
(2) Zf v # 0, then u E PCYC if a is invertible and u E PFTRAN if a is quasi- 
idempotent. 
(3) Zf a is nilpotent then UE NIL for any v. 
COROLLARY 10.2. Zf jN,,,I = 1 then the dynamical structure satisfies one of the 
following statements (1 )-( 5). 
(1) C=CYC and t,,,=O. 
(2) C = REAP, PCYC # 0, and t,,, = 0. 
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(3) C=REAP+NIL,PCYC#@, and t,,,<oO. 
(4) C= CYC+ NIL and t,,, < co. 
(5) C= NIL and t,,,< co. 
Proof: Theorem 10 is restated as (1) by Theorem 4, (2) by Theorem 6, (3) by 
Theorem 7, (4) by Theorem 5, and (5) by Corollary 5.3. 1 
Now we wil consider that the cellular space G is the lattice space Z”. 
THEOREM 11. Assume that any value of weight map w of M= (Z”, Q, w) is 0 or 
an invertible element of Q, i.e., {w(v) ) v EN,,,,} c Q1. 
(1) If IN,,,1 = 1 then Ir-‘(c)l = 1 for any CE C. 
(2) If W,,,I 2 2, then 
(2.1) for n= 1, [r-‘(c)1 = lQl”l-‘o> [Ql for any CE C where n, = 
max(vIvEN,,t} andn,=min{vIvEN,,,), and 
(2.2) for n 2 2, IT-‘(~)/ = 00 for any crz C. 
Remarks. Osato [ 11 proves (2.1) for Q = Z, and Ito [4] proved all the above 
statements for Q = Z,, (p is a prime). This theorem is a generalization of their 
results for a general state space Q. And the proof is improved. 
ProoJ: (1) is obvious by Theorems 3 and 10(l). (2) is proved by the next 
statement, which can be proved by the mathematical induction on the dimension n 
of the cellular space but here the proof of which is omitted since it is 
straightforward and lengthy. 
There exists c’ E C for any c E C and c,, E C/H, such that WC’ = c and cl/H, = cO. 
And the c’ is unique for n = 1. 
Here the new symbols of this statement mean the following. For any c’ E C and 
any subset H of Z”, c’/H is such a configuration that 
(c’/H)(cc) = c’(a) if ol~H, 
=o if a$H, 
and C/H is the set of such configurations. And 
where n,=min{jl(v,j)EN,,,} and n,=max{jl(v,j)EN,,,} (v~Z”~‘,jeZ, and 
(v, j) E Zn). Without loss of generality, it is assumed that n, # n,, since the con- 
dition IN,,,I 2 2 makes us choose the appropriate coordinate of j in a vector 
(v, j) E z”, although the nth coordinate seems to be chosen in the notations. 
Therefore notice that H, # 0. 
By the statement we have Iz-‘(c)l 2 IC/H,I for any CE C. For n= 1, lC/Hsl = 
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lQln'-no, since lHsl =n,-n,, while IC/H,I=co forn>2, since lHsl =co.Thus (2) 
is proved. 1 
COROLLARY 11.1. Let A4 = (Z”, Q, w ). If w is a weight map each of whose 
values is 0 or an invertible element of Q, then the dynamical structure by M is C-sur- 
jective. Furthermore if IN,,,,1 = 1 then it is C-bijective, and if IN,,,1 3 2 then it is not 
C-injective. 
It is conjectured that a result similar to Theorem 11 for general infinite cellular 
space G may hold, but the proof may become complicated and troublesome. 
It seems to be difficult to characterize the dynamical structure in general for the 
case that a weight map w takes values of zero divisors as nonzero values and 
IN,,,I z 2. To investigate such a case, we restrict our discussion to the one for 
automata whose state space Q is a residue class of an integer. 
5. DYNAMICAL STRUCTURE FOR AUTOMATA OVER Z, 
5.1, Parallel Decomposition 
Let A4 be a cellular automaton (G, Z,, w ), where m 2 2 and Z, = (0, l,..., 
m - 1 }. Z, is regarded as a ring of which addition and multiplication are those of 
integers with modulo m, but the notation mod m is omitted, unless it should be 
emphasized. 
Now let m = p’;l* ~2.. * ~$7, where pj is a prime and ki > 1 for each j = 1, 2 ,..., s. 
Let qi = pik, and J= { 1, 2 ,..., s}. 
DEFINITION 10. ( 1) Maps tij: Z, + Z,, (j E J) and $: Z,, x Z,, x . . . x Z, + Z, 
are defined as follows and called the decomposition and composition maps of Z,, 
respectively. For each z E Z, and zj~ Z,, 
(1.1) ICli(z)=zmodqj (jEJ), 
(1.2) $(z’, z2 )...) z”) = CT= 1 ( m/qj) 1 pj * zi mod m, 
where pj’s (j E J) are integers such that J$= 1 (m/qj) . pj = 1, the solutions of which 
exist since ql,..., qS are relatively prime. 
(2) The maps tij and $ are naturally extended to maps from C(Z,) to C(Z,) 
and from C(Z,, ) x . . . x C(Z,J to C(Z,), respectively, e.g., ej(c)(a) = tij(c(fz)). 
(3) Addition and multiplication over the Cartesian product Z,, x Z,, x .. . x 
Z, are defined componentwise. 
Note that by the definition, $j(D) = 0 (Jo J), +(o,..., 0) = 0, $j(u) = u (jE J), 
44% u,..., u) = u, and $(u, 6 ,..., 0) = (m/q,) * p,. u #u. 
LEMMA 10 [6]. (1) The composition map $I is well defined and is bijective. The 
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decomposition maps tij (j E J) are surjective, and give an inverse of Ic/ in a sense, i.e., it 
holds that 
for any z E Z, 
and 
I#@‘,..., z”)) = zj for any zig Z, (je J). 
(2) z,,x ‘.. x Z, is a ring and isomorphic to Z,. The isomorphism is the 
composition map *. 
The next theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma lO(2). 
THEOREM 12 [6]. M = (G, Z,, w ) is decomposed in parallel into s of Mj’s, 
where II~~ = (G, Zy,, wi) (j E J), i.e., for each j E J, 
for any c E C(Z,) 
T($(C1,..., c,)) = $(~I(C,),..., T,(C,)) for any ci’s of C(Z,)‘s, 
where t+Qj and $ are the decomposition and composition maps of Z,, respectively, and 
wj=tij(w), TV= wj’cj, and T(C)= W.C. 
Dynamical properties of A4 can be induced by the ones of Mi’s. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let M = (G, Z,,,, w ) and m = q, q2 in which q,, q2 are relatively 
prime. Assue M is decomposed in parallel into M, and M,, where Mj = (G, Z,, w,> 
(j= 1,2). Let cj= C(Z,) (j= 1, 2), ci~Ci (j= 1, 2) and Il/(c,, c2) be their composite 
configuration in C. 
(1) $(c,, c2) is cyclic zf and only zf both c1 and c2 are cyclic. 
(2) $(c,, c2) is (eternally) transient tfand only ifc, or c2 or both is (eternally) 
transient. 
(3) $(c,, c2) is finitely transient if and only zf at least one of c, and c2 is 
finitely transient and the other is not eternally tranient. 
(4) Ic/(c,, c2) is a kernel or nilpotent configuration ifand only ifboth c1 and c2 
are kernel or nilpotent configurations, respectively. 
(5) @(cl, c2) is a Cfinitely) Garden-of-Eden configuration tf and only tfat least 
one of c1 and c2 is a (finitely) Garden-of-Eden configuration. 
Proof: By Theorem 12, ri(t+G(cl, c,))= Il/(r’,(c,), zi(cz)) for any integer i>O. 
Thus, if rj(cj) = cj (j = 1, 2) then ri($( cr, cz)) = $(c,, cz). The converse holds, by 
applying the decomposition map $j for zi($(c,, cl)) = tj(cl, cz). Thus (1) is proved. 
The others are similar. 1 
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To show the conditions in order that Il/(c,, c2) is reappearant requires some 
preparations. For each parallel map z and conliguration c, let R(r, c) be a subset of 
Z x G such that 
R(r, c) = { (1, y) I z’(c) = s?(c) and t > 1). 
LEMMA 11. (1) CE REAP if and only if R(r, c) # fa. And for CE REAP, 
R(z, c) = R(z, z’(c)) for any i> 1. 
(2) c E QFTRAN if and only if R(z, c) = Qr and R(z, zf(c)) # 0 for some t >, 1. 
(3) CE ATRAN if and only if R(z, z’(c)) = 0 for any t > 1. 
Proof: Each of the main parts is obvious by the definitions. The second part of 
(1) will be proved for i = 1. R(z, c) E R(z, r(c)) is obvious. For the converse, let 
(t, y) E R(r, z(c)). Choose (d, v) E R(z, c). Then zd-‘(z’(t(c))) = & l(~y(r(c))) = 
sy(s”(c)), while rdP ‘(t’(r(c))) = zf(zd(c)) = r’(s”(c)). Hence r’(s”(c)) = sy(sv(c)). 
Applying spy for both sides, we have (t, y) E R(z, c). 1 
R(z, c) is characterized by the reappearance index of c. 
LEMMA 12. Let CE REAP and rind(c) = (d, v). Then 
R(z,c)={(ed,ev+j?)leZl,fi~S(c)}. 
Particularly, R(z,o)=Z+xG, whereZ+={tltal}. 
Proof It is obvious that R(z, c) includes the right side set. For the converse, let 
(t, y) E R(z, c). By Lemma 7( 1.2), we have t = ed for some integer e. Then 
z’(c) =9’(c) = s’“(c), since Y’(C) = P(c) by Lemma 7(1.1). Therefore, 9-‘“(c) = c, 
or /I = y - ev E S(c). Thus the proof is completed. 1 
LEMMA 13. Zf M is decomposed in parallel into M, and M,, then 
R(T, $(c,, cd)= NT,, cl)n NT,, 4. 
Proof Note that Il/(#(c,), qp(c2)) = sp(r+!r( cl, cz)) for any b E G. Now let 
c = t,+(c,, cl). If r’(c) = s?(c), then tij(r’(c)) = $j(sy(c)) = sy(cj) and $i(z’(c)) = 
z~($~(c)) = r$cj). Hence, (t, y) E R(zj, cj). Therefore, R(z, c) c R(z,, c,) n R(z,, cz). 
The converse is proved similarly. 8 
PROPOSITION 10. Assume that M is decomposed in parallel into M, and M,. 
(1) Il/(c,, cl) is reappearant tfand only tf’R(z,, c,)nR(z,, c*)#@. And then 
c1 and c2 are reappearant. Particularly, $(c, , 0) is reappearant tf and only tf c, is 
also. 
(2) *tc 1, c2) is quasi-finitely transient if and only if R(z,, zi(cl))n 
R(r,, z;(cz)) # 0 for some t b 1 and R(z,, c,) n R(r,, c2) = 0. And then at least one 
of c1 and c2 is quasi-finitely tranient and the other one is not absolutely transient. 
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(3) $( c, , c2) is absolutely transient if and only if 
(a) at least one of c, and c2 is absolutely tranient, or 
(b) t(c,), t(c2) < co and R(z,, z~(~~)(c,)) n R(z,, @)(c,)) = 0. 
ProoJ: These are obvious by Lemmas 13 and 11. 1 
The dynamical structure of configurations by M = (G, Z,, w ) can be expressed 
in terms of the ones by the component automata Mj’s (j= l,..., s). For the sake of 
simplicity, we will discuss the case of s = 2. 
Let a class of configurations with a dynamical property defined by Mj be denoted 
by the corresponding symbols with suffix j as C, , C,, CYC, , CYC2, and so on. And 
the composition map $ is regarded as a map over sets of configurations, which is 
extended naturally from the original definition. We have the following relations: 
CYC= Ic/(CYC,, CYCJ 
KER = $(KER,, KER,) 
NIL = $(NZL,, NIL,) 
TRAN = $( TRAN, , C,) v $( C,, TRAN,) 
ETRAN= II/(ETRAN,, C,)ull/(C,, ETRAN,) 
FTRAN= $(FTRAN,, CYCz v FTRAN,) v $(CYC, u FTRAN,, FTRAN2) 
GOE = $(GOE,, C,) u i&C,, GOE,) 
REAPz$(REAP,, {@)u$({@, REAP,) 
REAP& *(REAP,, REAP,)c REAPv ATRAN 
QFTRAN c $(QFTRAN,, QFTRAN,) u Il/(QFTRAN,, READ,) v $(REAP, , 
QFTRAN2) s QFTRANu ATRAN 
ATRAN? $(ATRAN,, C,) u $(C,, ATRAN,). 
Note that it may be difficult to express REAP, QFTRAN, and ATRAN explicitly 
in terms of REAPj, QFTRAN,, and ATRAN,. 
To conclude this section, we can say that the analysis of the dynamical structures 
with the state space of a residue class of a power of prime number reveals any 
dynamical structures with the state. space of a residue class of a general integer. 
5.2. The Case of Q = Zpk 
A linear cellular automaton M = (G, Z#, w ) will be considered, where p is a 
prime and k 2 1. Since any zero divisor of Q = Z# is a multiple of p and any inver- 
tible element of Q is relatively prime with p, we have lQzl = pk- 1 and 
IQ,1 = pk-‘(p - 1). Furthermore any zero divisor a of Q is a nilpotent element and 
ak=O. These facts yield the next theorem. 
THEOREM 13 (Osato Cl]). For M= (G, Z,, w), ifevery value w(a) (LEG) of w 
is a multiple of p, then the dynamical structure is nilpotent, i.e., C= NIL. And 
u E NIL, t,,, < k. 
Proox By the condition, w = p. ti for some fin C. Hence we have 
)&pk.&k=,. 1 
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(Osato [ 1 ] proved this fact for G = Z” and Q = Z,. G is generalized here.) 
DEFINITION 11. Let w be a fixed weight function. 
(1) NL,, = {v ( w(v) is a invertible element >, NEUu, = {v 1 w(v) is a zero divisor 
but not 0} 
(2) wAa) = w(a) for a EN;,, 
=o for a# NL,, 
(3) w,(a) = w(a) for a E N,Z,, 
=o for a q! NfUu,. 
Clearly, N,,, = N&, u N&,, w = w, + wz. Particularly, we have wz = p. $, with 
some @, E C, for the considering case Q = Z#. 
The following lemma is proved by induction on k > 1 for G = Z” [a]. But the 
proof is valid for general cellular space G, since the key point of the proof is based 
on the facts that C,(Q) is a commutative ring and w = w, + pQz. 
LEMMA 14 [2]. For WE C(Z,,), w@-’ = w$-‘. 
This lemma with Theorem 11 implies the next theorem. Note that Theorem 11 is 
of the case that w = w, and wz = 0. 
THEOREM 14 [4]. The following statements hold for h4= (Z", Zpk, w). 
(1) If (NL,,I = 0, then the dynamical structure is nilpotent, i.e., C= NIL and 
16 4nax < 00. Thus it is not C-surjective. 
(2) If IN&,,1 = 1, then the dynamical structure is reappearant and finite-order, 
i.e., C = REAP and pr(u) = pk- ‘(p - 1). Thus it is C-bijective and t,,, = 0. 
(3) Zf 1 NL,,I > 2, then the dynamical structure is C-surjective but not C-injec- 
tive. Therefore, u E GOE,, GOE = a, and t,,, = co. 
The converse of each also holds. 
Proof (1) is obvious by Theorem 13. Let t =pk-’ and d=pk-‘(p- 1). By 
Lemma 14, we have w’= w; and wd= w;‘. For (2), let Ni,, = {v}, then w,= a. u,. 
Since a is an invertible element of Z,, ad= 1. Therefore we have wd= wt= udV and 
(2) is concluded by Theorem 6. For (3), let rI be a mapping such that z{(c) = w, * c 
and z;‘(c)= {c’lz;(c’) = c}. Then by the definition of w, and Theorem 11, 
It;‘(c)1 2 2 for any c E C. On the other hand, r-‘(c)=t;‘(c) since w’c’ = wjc’ = c 
for any c’ E t;‘(c). Therefore we have ~T-‘(c)[ 2 2 for any c E C. This implies that z 
is C-surjective but not C-injective. 1 
Note that Ito [4] proves (2) explicitly for Q = zpk and Q = Z, and states in the 
proof that (1) holds and if 1 Ni,,I > 2 then T is not C-injective. The above (3) itself is 
a new result. And the proofs of (1) and (2) are improved. 
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5.3. The Case of Q = Z, 
The results of the parallel decomposition and Theorem 14 tell us the dynamical 
structure for M= (Z”, Z,, w). Assume A4 is decomposed in parallel into 
Mj = (Z”, Z,, w, ) with j = 1 to s, where q, = pp, pj is prime, kj 3 1, and 
m = q1 q2,..., qS. Let J= (1,2 ,..., 
Jz= {jl INLutjl~2). 
s>, Jo= {jl INb”tjl =O>, J, = (jl INAutjl= I>, and 
There are seven cases according to whether or not Jo, J,, or J2 is empty. And 
furthermore it is necessary to classify the type of J, in order to know what structure 
is for the composition of Mj’s for je J,. J, is called cyclic type if N[,,, = (0) for any 
je J1, and denoted by J1,. J, is called single type if lUjeJ, NLUtjl = 1 and J, is not 
cyclic type, and denoted by J,,. Otherwise, or 1 UjsJ, NAUtjl 2 2, J, is called multiple 
type and denoted by J,,. By these definitions, exactly one of J, = Jt,-, J, = J,s, 
and J, = J,, holds if J1 # 0. The results known in the indicated references are 
summarized in terms of J,, J1, and J2 in the following. 
THEOREM 15. (1) [ 1, 51, J, = (zl if and onZy tf dynamical structure is C-surjec- 
tive, or GOE = 0. 
(2) J2=@ ifandonly iftmax= co. Then dynamical structure is not C-injective 
Cll. 
(3) [l], J=JO ifandonly ifC=NZL and t,,,<co. 
(4) [4, 51, J= J, if and only if dynamical structure is C-injective (or C-bijec- 
tive). And furthermore the following statements hold. 
(4.1) J= J,, ifand only ifC= CYC. 
(4.2) [l, 2, 4, 51, J= J,, if and only $ C = REAP and PCYC # 0. Then 
pr(u) = cp(m) and reappearance period of any c E C is a divisor of cp(m), where cp(m) 
is Eulr’sfunction or cp(m)=njSJp3-‘(pj- 1). 
(4.3) [4, 53, J= JIM if and only if C= REAPv ATRAN, PCYC#@ and 
ATRAN # 0. For this case, any reappearant configuration is an iterative con- 
figuration or an element of RZ= iJvc~u, IC/(RZ,(v), RZ,(v),..., RZ,(v)), where for 
each VENL,, andjEJIM, 
RZj(v) = REAP, if NLtj = {V }T 
= (0) otherwise. 
Note that it holds RZE REAP, particularly, REAPn C,= Uvedut $(RZp(v),..., 
RZ,r( v)), where RZT( v) = RZj( v) n C,. 
Proof These are proved by Theorem 14 and Proposition 8 and 9. 1 
The conditions given in terms of J,, J1, and Jz in Theorem 15 are expressed 
equivalently in terms of divisible relation between weights of local function (or w(a) 
for CI E N,,,) and m. Really such an approach is adopted in papers [ 1, 2, 4, 51. 
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Theorem 15, except (2), can be generalized for the general cellular space G with 
redefinition of JIC, JIS, and J,,. Let NLUtj= {vCi)} for each jEJ,. 
THEOREM 16. The statements of ( 1 ), (3), and (4) except the latter part of (4.3) of 
Theorem 5 hold for a linear cellular automaton A4 = (G, Z,, w ), where J, = J,, 
means that v(j) E G, for any j E J, , J, = J,, means that v(j) E Ginf for any je J, , and 
v(i) - v(j) E Grfor any i, jE J, , and J, = J,,,,, means that J, ZJ,, and J, ZJ,,. 
It seems that the latter part of (4.3) also holds but there is no proof yet. Since (2) 
of Theorem 15 is based on (2) of Theorem 11, the validity of it for the general G 
not restricted to Z” is open. Theorem 10, 14, 15, and 16 are summarized in 
Table II. We can declare that the conditions for w are known in order to have 
respective dynamical structure of linear cellular automata for the case that G = Z” 
and Q= Z,,,. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The dynamical structure of conligurations for linear cellular automata with the 
state space of a commutative ring is revealed. And parallel decomposition of a 
linear cellular automaton is formalized. By using properties of the parallel decom- 
position, the results known for linear cellular automata over Z, are summarized 
from the viewpoint of revealing the dynamical structures. We believe that this sum- 
mary is simpler than the known results and is useful for synthesis and analysis of 
linear cellular automata while the known results are useful only for analysis. 
The dynamical structure of a linear cellular automaton with the cellular space of 
n-dimensional lattice points and the state space of a residue class of an integer can 
be characterized by the property of the local function or weight map as we have 
shown. We also show that the characterization is generalized for general cellular 
space for the case that the number of output neighbours of the connected cellular 
space is one. But the characterization remains open for general G and general com- 
mutative ring Q with a condition that the number of output neighbours is more 
than one. To know the characterization, some other kinds of ideas will be 
necessary. 
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